Legal Transcription in Canada, 2nd Ed.
Berry, Ansin
Legal Transcription in Canada educates legal office students on how to successfully transcribe legal correspondece and documents to standards appropriate for the legal profession.

Rules of Evidence: A Practical Approach, 3rd Ed.
Gulyicz, Kelly
ISBN: 978-1-77462-194-1 NEW
This text takes a practical approach to analyzing a fact situation and applying the rules of evidence in a logically sequenced manner.

Residential Real Estate Transactions, 6th Ed.
Wolf, Kurtz, Emmann, Blatt
This text is structured around a residential real estate transaction and includes an overview of the general principles and procedures of real estate law that are essential for law clerks and legal office assistants.

Introduction to Law in Canada, 3rd Ed.
Fairlie
ISBN: 978-1-77462-388-1 NEW
This text is a comprehensive overview of the legal system, suitable for any program that includes introductory courses on Canadian law.

Tort and Contract Law for Paralegals, 3rd Ed.
Maclean, Colangelo
This essential overview of tort and contract law provides readers with the building blocks of Canadian civil law that are vital to the work of any practising paralegal.

The Legal Professional Career Guide
Mayoza, Ortiz
ISBN: 978-1-77462-311-4 NEW
The handbook will introduce students to the legal landscape in their province or territory, guiding them through the various career paths available for a legal professional.

Communication and Writing for Paralegals, 2nd Ed.
O’Maina
ISBN: 978-1-77462-305-3 NEW
Our text is exercise-based and provides many opportunities for students to practice writing in plain language, testing their spelling and grammar skills, and drafting memos and other legal documents.

A Brief Introduction to Law in Canada, 2nd Ed.
Fairlie
ISBN: 978-1-77255-766-4
This all-in-one resource presents a concise overview of the foundations of the Canadian legal system and references up-to-date statistics and recent news developments.

Administrative Law: Principles and Advocacy, 4th Ed.
Nastasi, Pressman, Swaigen
ISBN: 978-1-77255-502-8
Updates: This edition presents current legislation and recent developments, including an increase in active adjudication and new dispute resolution processes that encourage mediation.

Canadian Immigration and Refugee Law for Legal Professionals, 5th Ed.
Fournier-Ruggles
ISBN: 978-1-77462-055-7
This updated and comprehensive resource addresses the complexities of the principles and procedures of immigration, refugees, and citizenship law.

Small Claims Court: Procedure and Practice, 5th Ed.
Knight
ISBN: 978-1-77255-795-4
This resource addresses Small Claims Court rules and forms as well as teaches student common practices, such as how to draft Small Claims Court pleadings.

Legal Research: Step by Step, 5th Ed.
Blatt, Kurtz
Updates: This edition reflects changes in online sources as well as updated screenshots, examples, and exercises to better demonstrate to students how to conduct legal research.

Civil Litigation, Revised 4th Ed.
Oliva, Kelly
This revised fourth edition prepares law clerk students for litigation as well as to assist lawyers for civil court. It also captures the 2021 amendments to the Rules of Civil Procedure and includes updated court forms, court fees, and figures throughout.

Criminal Law for Legal Professionals, 3rd Ed.
Gulyicz, Kelly
This resource prepares legal professionals for the workplace by providing information on scope of practice and office procedures.